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Your next TV is brighter and thinner than ever – and it's curvy too

Six screens, the biggest brands – from £4.5K

 LOUDSPEAKERS
 Award-winning KEFs 
 face seven great rivals 

  HOME CINEMA AMPS
  The best movie sound 
 you can buy, from £1K

 MUSIC SYSTEMS 
 Do your tunes a favour
 for less than £500
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 PLUS!

  THE WORLD'S   
BEST 4K TVs

THE FUTURE 
  OF TELEVISION
THE FUTURE 
  OF TELEVISION

SAMSUNG DELIVERS!
BRAND-NEW £7K  55INCURVED OLED

1500 TEST VERDICTS!
THE ONLY BUYING GUIDE YOU'LL EVER NEED
1500 TEST VERDICTS!
THE ONLY BUYING GUIDE YOU'LL EVER NEED



System builder total build £2249

In detail

1 Digital only

NAD has supplied a wide range of 

digital inputs, but the analogue ones 

have gone. We think that’s a shame.

2 Care with cables

If you’re using heavy cables with the 

NAD in the upright position, take care 

that they don’t pull the unit over.

3 Breathe in the air

The D 7050 doesn’t run especially hot, 

but – upright or flat – make sure the 

vents have plenty of breathing space.
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FIRST TESTS STEREO AMPLIFIER

The template for NAD’s new D 7050 stereo 

amplifier writes itself. Take its little brother, 

the Award-winning D 3020, add power and 

features, and then charge more money for 

it. What could be easier? 

This new amp looks for all the world like 

a more grown-up version of its sibling, with 

the same idiosyncratic shape. The casework 

is around 20 per cent bigger all-round, and 

looks equally well proportioned.

We think the size is spot-on too. While 

not as compact as the cheaper model, it 

remains small enough to fit into all those 

spaces where traditionally sized stereo 

amplifiers wouldn’t get a look-in. As our 

pictures show, it’s designed either to sit flat 

like a conventional amp or vertically, with 

that crisp display automatically aligning 

itself upright in each case. Neat.

Laying flat, the D 7050 will sit quite 

happily on a shelf in a traditional rack either 

powering a hi-fi system or a TV-based stereo 

set-up. Make sure you put on the supplied 

sticky feet, though: apart from stopping the 

amp from rocking (whether used upright or 

flat) they allow space for airflow that will 

help the amp run cooler.

Sit it upright and it looks right at home 

next to a computer, where it can be used  

to power a pair of speakers or drive 

headphones. NAD has put a lot of effort  

into the dedicated headphone amplifier 

circuitry, and it shows: the D 7050 is an 

impressive performer in this respect.

Committed to digital

Connectivity is almost brilliant. We’re more 

than happy with the range of digital 

connections. The D 7050 has USB (type B) 

to connect to a computer, and improves on 

its little brother by offering two coaxial 

inputs rather than just one. Alongside these 

you’ll find a pair of opticals and a type-A 

USB socket that accepts audio from your 

iPhone, as well as charging it. Android 

users, however, can only use this 

connection for charging purposes. 

There’s a choice of wireless connections. 

If you have an Apple product there’s 

AirPlay. Simply connect the D 7050 to your 

network (either wired or wirelessly), and off 

you go. It’s quick and relatively painless as 

far as getting things going is concerned.

The alternative option is aptX-capable 

Bluetooth. This is the input we’re more 

excited by because it opens up the amplifier 

for use with just about every phone, tablet 

and computer out there. You can’t get much 

more inclusive than that.

What about analogue? While the D 3020 

has two line-level inputs, the engineers 

have decided to get rid of them altogether 

for this amplifier. Does that make this 

amplifier more forward-looking? We’re not 

sure, but it does make the NAD less useful, 

and that’s a shame considering that 

accessibility was one of the main strengths 

of the smaller version.

LAPTOP

MacBook Pro From £1099

Any laptop will work well with the  

D 7050, but the MacBook Pro is a proven thoroughbred. 

Fill it with good-quality music files and hook it up via the 

USB slot. Bluetooth is another connection option.

SMARTPHONE

HTC One ★★★★★

This appealing premium Android phone is equipped 

with the superior apt X Bluetooth connection and is a 

talented music player as well as being great with video.  

It’s functionality plays to all the NAD’s strengths

STEREO SPEAKERS

Q Acoustics Concept 20 ★★★★★ £350

The subtle dynamics, detail and precision of our 

speaker Product of the Year 2013 suit the D 7050 

perfectly. Get the dedicated stands if you can (£200), 

as they bring out the best in the 20s.

We’re not particularly impressed with 

the build quality either. The D 7050 is 

broadly built as well as its little brother, but 

what seems good at £400 doesn’t impress 

at double that price, particularly when the 

larger case shows flex in its panels. The 

same theme continues with the controls, 

which are either erratic in operation (such 

as the touch-sensitive power button on the 

top), or else just feel a little downmarket to 

the touch (try the volume and source-

selector controls).

Clear but limited

The display is nice and clear, although it 

would have been useful to have some sort 

of indication as to the resolution of the 

digital signal being received.

Take a look inside and the D 7050 isn’t 

just the baby amplifier scaled up. While it 

too uses a switch-mode power supply and 

Class-D amplification, the design of the 

audio circuits is taken from NAD’s top-end 

models rather than the bought-in solution 

the junior amp uses.

It works well, with this amplifier 

delivering sound quality beyond that of its 

sibling. Regardless of input, it sounds 

stronger – power output is up from 30W  

to 50W per channel – and more composed. 

There’s also a sense of stability to the 

presentation than the smaller amplifier 

doesn’t quite have. There’s also a slight 
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NAD D 7050 | Stereo amplifier | £800

NAD looks to the future

We can’t help but applaud NAD for its new range of 

amplifiers. It’s one of the few specialist brands to take a 

fresh look at what a stereo amplifier needs to be able to do
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STEREO AMPLIFIER FIRST TESTS

Rating ★★★★

FOR Excellent digital accessibility; forgiving, 

entertaining sonic presentation; brave design

AGAINST No analogue inputs; build lacks class 

at this price 

VERDICT It’s clever, but the D 7050 has some 

tough competition, not least its cheaper sibling

Also consider

NAD D 3020 £400 

★★★★★

We think the smaller D 3020 

hits the sweet spot on 

performance per pound.

Play lower bitrate files and the D 7050 

shows a forgiving way with recordings. It 

doesn’t tear them apart and expose every 

flaw. That can only be a good thing.

But even this forgiving nature doesn’t 

work wonders with AirPlay. Its relatively 

thin and hard-edged sound makes it the 

least likeable option as far as input sources 

are concerned.

How does this NAD compare with other 

£800 amplifiers? It’s not a totally fair 

comparison, as we can’t think of any other 

that matches the D 7050’s variety of digital 

inputs or its neat design. The closest we can 

get is something like Arcam’s FMJ A19 or 

Rega’s Brio-R with a suitable outboard DAC. 

Against such rivals the NAD is certainly the 

tidier choice. It’s easier to accommodate, 

and that outboard DAC, even if it’s as 

capable as Arcam’s irDAC, still doesn’t offer 

Bluetooth or AirPlay capability unless you 

add even more boxes. Things swing the 

other way when it comes to sound. 

Conventional alternatives will give you 

greater transparency, rhythmic precision 

and dynamic subtlety.

Adapting to the times

Still, we can’t help but applaud NAD for its 

new range of amplifiers. It’s one of the few 

specialist brands to take a fresh look at 

what a stereo amplifier needs to be able  

to do in a market dominated by phones, 

tablets and other digital sources. 

We’re less taken with the D 7050 than  

we were with its little brother. Yes, it’s 

better-sounding, but not as much as we’d 

hoped for given the doubling of price. We’re 

also disappointed by the lack of analogue 

inputs; that seems unnecessary considering 

how accommodating the amplifier is in 

other respects.

The D 7050 remains an amplifier to be 

admired. Like its smaller brother we think it 

represents an excellent template as to the 

features (and possibly even the form) of 

future hi-fi amplifiers. We hope the rest of 

the industry pays attention.increase in detail resolution. We can hear 

more layers in a CD rip of Carl Orff’s 

Carmina Burana played back through the 

USB input. There’s marginally greater 

subtlety too, and an ability to deliver low 

frequencies with more punch and power.

Stereo imaging isn’t particularly wide, 

but it’s nicely focussed and stable, even 

when things become demanding. The D 

7050’s extra muscle really makes itself felt 

with the large dynamic shifts of Orff’s epic 

piece – it simply has greater impact.

Move onto high-resolution material – the 

USB and optical inputs can cope with 

24-bit/96kHz music streams while the 

coaxial connection can play 24-bit/192kHz 

material – and the D 7050 responds well. It 

has the transparency to show how the 

high-resolution recording of Kate Bush’s 50 

Words For Snow (24-bit/96kHz) improves 

on the CD version; there’s greater insight 

and more expressive dynamics, which 

makes the album all the more enjoyable.

Switching to Bluetooth (using the HTC 

One’s aptX ability) shows surprisingly good 

results. Sure, there’s the expected drop-off 

in performance, but it’s not as big as we 

feared. While The xx’s Coexist isn’t 

conveyed with a full dose of clarity or 

rhythmic precision, it remains an enjoyable 

listen, and that’s the point.

Horizonal or vertical 

– either will do equally 

well for the Bluetooth-

equipped D 7050

USE IT WITH

HTC
One
This aptX-enabled 

HTC smartphone 

remains one of the 

best Android devices


